VALVE ADAPTERS AND MANIFOLDS
for memetis micro valves
memetis fluidic adapters
allow for quick
implementation and testing
of single valves as well as a
number of standard valve
configurations. Having a
flange-mount interface for
memetis Series09, the
adapters are available with
different fluidic fittings.
Material choices for biomedical use are available.

Choose your functionality
Thanks to their ﬂange mount interface, memetis valves oﬀer an extremely compact form
factor for integration on a ﬂuidic backplane. If you prefer connecting the valves by tubing,
you can choose from a wide selection of memetis valve adapters - ranging from single-valve
adapters to functional modules for channel distribution, channel merging or ﬂow reversal of
a pump. For more complex functional solutions and custom ﬂuidic backplanes simply give a
call!

Choose your material
You want to give the ultracompact memetis valves a quick try for your application? Then our
3D-printed adapters (available in standard as well as biocompatible resin versions) oﬀer you
the best value-for-money. In case your application has higher demands on biocompatibility
or resistance against solvents and chemicals, we also oﬀer adapters made from PC, POM or
PEEK.

Choose your fitting interface
Our adapters are available with 10-32 or 1/4’’-28 UNF internal threads. Optionally, you can
order the adapters with 3rd-party standard ﬂuidic ﬁttings from Luer, Idex or Festo already
pre-installed. As an alternative, we oﬀer selected adapters also with nozzles for direct tube
ﬁtting.
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Series09 2/2-way valve adapters - 3D-printed
Choose from our wide selection of 3D-printed adapters to test diﬀerent ﬂuidic circuits for a
very competitive price. Fabricated by stereolithographic 3D-printing, adapters are available
in standard resin (option „R“) or biocompatible resin (option „RB“).
SINGLE VALVE ADAPTER - AD-Series09-R-1i/1o-T1032
Connect a single memetis valve to your preferred 3rd-party tube ﬁtting.
Option F-OD40

Option I-OD16

Option L

TWO-VALVE ARRAYS
Emulate the functionality of a 3-way valve: choose between two input ﬂuids with the „Mix it
up!“ adapter or direct ﬂuids to one of two target containers using the „Distribute it!
“ adapter.

„Mix it up“ - Channel merging
AD-Series09-R-2i/1o-T1032

„Distribute it“ - Channel distribution
AD-Series09-R-1i/2o-T1032

FOUR-VALVE ARRAYS
Connect four input reservoirs to your application with the „Channel merging“ adapter or
direct ﬂuids into four target channels using the „Channel distribution“ adapter.

Channel merging
AD-Series09-R-4i/1o-T1032
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Channel distribution
AD-Series09-R-1i/4o-T1032

FLOW REVERSER UNIT - AD-Series09-R-2i/2oX-T1032
Invert the direction of a unidirectional pump by swapping between two channels.

Flow reverser adapter

Flow reverser bundle

Series09 2/2-way valve adapters - 3D-printed - direct tubing
SINGLE VALVE ADAPTER

TWO-VALVE ARRAYS

Add tube connectors to a single
memetis valve.

Combine two memetis 2-way valves to emulate a 3way valve with tube connectors.
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AD-Series09-R-1i/1o-B20

Channel merging
Channel distribution
AD-Series09-R-2i/1o-B20 AD-Series09-R-1i/2o-B20

Series09 2/2-way valve adapters - milled - direct tubing
Adapters milled from polyetheretherketone (PEEK) or polyoxymethylen (POM) are
biocompatible and oﬀer highest chemical stability.
SINGLE VALVE ADAPTER

TWO-VALVE ARRAYS

Add tube connectors to a single
memetis valve.

Combine two memetis 2-way valves to emulate a 3way valve with tube connectors.
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Channel merging
Channel distribution
AD-Series09-PEEK-2i/1o-B16 AD-Series09-PEEK-1i/2o-B16

Series09 2/2-way valve adapters - laser-welded
Milled and laser-welded adapters from transparent polycarbonate (PC).
SINGLE VALVE ADAPTER - AD-Series09-PC-1i/1o-T1032
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9.75

Connect a single memetis valve to your preferred 3rd-party ﬁtting.
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AD-Series09-PC-1i/1o-T1032-L

AD-Series09-PC-1i/1o-T1032-F

3D-printer material examples

Opaque resin

Biocompatible resin*

Transparent resin

3rd-party fitting

Barbed ﬁtting
For soft tube ID 1 - 1.6mm

Male Luer®
For female Luer

Idex®
For rigid tube OD 1.6mm

Festo®
For rigid tube OD 4mm

* Biocompatibility: non-cytotoxic, non-mutagenic, not induce any erythema or edema reactions, not a sensitizer, not cause systemic
toxicity complying with ISO 10993-1
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Valve adapters and manifolds - ordering codes

AD-Series09-R-2i/1o-T1032-L
Adapter Valve
model

Material

Inlets/
Outlets

Interface

3rd-party fitting
(optional)

Parameter

Value

Description

Valve model

Series09

Series09 (NC, bistable) - O-ring in valve

Material

R
RT
RB
PC
POM
PEEK

3D-printed - Opaque resin (black)
3D-printed - Transparent resin
3D-printed - Biocompatible resin (transparent blue)
Polycarbonate (milled / laser-welded)
Polyoxymethylene (milled)
Polyetheretherketone (milled)

Inlets/outlets

1i/1o
1i/2o
1i/4o
2i/1o
4i/1o
2i/2oX

Single valve adapter
1-to-2 channel distribution
1-to-4 channel distribution
2-to-1 channel merging
4-to-1 channel merging
2-to-2 flow reversal / channel swapping

Interface

T1032
T1428
TM3
B25

10-32 UNF thread
1/4“-28 UNF thread
M3 metric thread
Barbed tube connector for inner diameter 2.5mm

3rd-party fitting

F-OD40
L
I-OD16
B-ID16

Festo push-in fitting [for outer diameter 4mm]
Male Luer fitting
Idex flangeless fitting [for outer diameter 1.6mm (1/16“)]
Barbed fitting [for inner diameter 1 - 1.6mm]
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Custom manifolds and fluidic backplanes
You need a more complex ﬂuidic circuit solution that is speciﬁcally designed to cover your
requirements? You want to evaluate the functionality of memetis valves together with other
components like sensors or pumps and ﬁt them into your existing setup? Or do you want to
prototype a ﬂuid handling module for a device under development? memetis oﬀers design
and manufacturing of custom manifolds using state-of-the-art technologies like 3D-printing,
milling and laser-welding. Our ﬂuidic backplane solutions help you to reduce internal
volume and implement ﬂuidic logic in the smallest of installation spaces by dispensing with
most of the tubing. Give us a call or send an email to discuss your application with one of
our specialists!
3D-PRINTING
With stereolithographic 3D-printing, we can oﬀer highest
design ﬂexibility and short lead times at a very
competitive price. Fluidic backplanes with lateral
dimensions of up to 120x75mm² can be designed
according to your needs and fabricated from various
resins, including transparent and biocompatible ones
(ISO 10993-1). This option is best for prototyping and
complex or complicated geometries.
MILLING
Fluidic adapters and backplanes milled from a single piece of
material, e.g. polyetheretherketone (PEEK), oﬀer best thermomechanical properties and chemical stability, since they do not
contain any adhesives. Materials can be chosen to optimally ﬁt
your requirements, including biocompatibility.
MILLING AND LASER-WELDING
Channel plates milled from polycarbonate (PC) are
stacked and fused together by laser-welding. This
technology allows for more complex channel geometries
than pure milling. Furthermore, the content of channels
can be observed in real time through the transparent
material.

Contact information
memetis GmbH, Gablonzer Str. 27, 76185 Karlsruhe, Germany
Tel. +49 721 47000240, Email sales@memetis.com
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